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Tank water heaters better, this green builder says
______________________________________________________
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Over here at the Robinson/Price-Robinson abode,
there has been a standoff concerning the new water
heater we need so badly. Ours is likely 20 years old
and not very efficient. Our gas bill would go down
immensely if we replaced that beast.
But the choices are many. Do we get a new and
efficient gas-powered tank model? Or a tankless gasfired model?
Or, if we are planning to install solar power when the
prices of photovoltaic systems are expected to drop
by 2010, shouldn't we install either an electricpowered tank model or an electric-powered tankless
model? (See a comparison of lifecycle costs.)
Trouble is, with the latter two choices, we need about
$1,000 worth of electrical work done to give them the
220 volts of power they require.
I'm the one who wants the electric, tankless, on-demand system. And Bill wants the gaspowered tank system. Thus, a standoff.
But I think we might be getting closer to doing it Bill's way, and that's always so much easier
all the way around. Spouses, can you relate?
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Part of my thinking about the tankless system is that most of the cool green builders I
respect are big, big proponents of the tankless systems. And that means a lot to me.
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Wes provided a link to an article about a scientific analysis of all systems, but, he noted:
"The only problem I see with the article is efficiency is measured in gas or electricity
consumed, not the amount of water used."
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But I was recently contacted by Wes Harding, a green-leaning builder in Long Beach (Lic.
No. 895042) who believes that new, super-efficient tank systems are actually the better way
to go.

Here's a chart from the analysis:
In terms of both water
and energy savings,
Wes is sold on tank
water heaters for these
reasons:
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1. God forbid, but if we
are ever in a major
earthquake or disaster,
where do we get our
water supply from if we
have converted to
tankless? With a tank
system, the water in the tank can be used in an emergency.
2. Water is wasted in a tankless system because it has to be heated through a coil before it
reaches the point of use.
3. Tankless systems operate on the volume of water. If you set your faucet to a trickle, the
heater won't kick in. This allows for "slugs" or cold spurts between the hot-water delivery as
well as more water consumed.
4. A limited number of fixtures can be used at one time.
5. More electrical energy is consumed as the amount of water increases because of the
energy it takes to provide water pressure.
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A few more links from Wes:
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• A local company that manufactures on-demand recirculating water pumps. The
products stops wasting water and can be added to any water heater.
• A nonprofit that sells energy-efficient products that are very affordable.
• Green companies in Long Beach
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